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Exploring efficient control strategies for heterogeneously congested urban networks remains a big research challenge. *e theory
of macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD) provides a new perspective for network-wide congestion control decisions. *is
paper proposes a coordinated perimeter control strategy for multiregion heterogeneous networks based on optimized transfer
flows. First, a two-layer network partitioning method is presented to capture spatial heterogeneity dynamics of urban networks.
For this partition, traffic flow equilibriummodel based onMFD andmultiagent based hierarchical traffic management scheme are
built. *en, an improved multinomial logit model is developed for deriving optimized transfer flows among multiple congested
regions. A coordinated perimeter control strategy using model predictive control is further proposed, which is aimed at tracking
desired accumulations of each congested region. As a case study, the proposed control strategy is applied to the downtown
network of Jinan, China, using simulation analysis.*e results demonstrate that it can achieve balanced network flow distribution
and increased mobility.

1. Introduction

Regional and even global traffic congestion patterns have
become the norm in large- and medium-sized cities. Real-
istic modeling and efficient traffic control of the large-scale
congested urban networks are becoming increasingly im-
portant. Most of the existing urban traffic management
strategies are based on complex physical modeling at link
level and computationally expensive numerical solution
algorithms. *e network-wide implementation of these
methods might face some difficulties in terms of real-time
feasibility. Furthermore, traffic control strategies like SCATS
[1] and SCOOT [2] act less efficiently when it comes to
saturated traffic conditions.*ese deficiencies emphasize the
need for developing network-wide traffic management
schemes and control strategies based on aggregate-level
network modeling, which can efficiently manage critical
components of the city traffic and generate a more sus-
tainable city.

Recent studies have demonstrated that macroscopic
fundamental diagram (MFD) is a powerful modeling tool for
network-level traffic management strategies, such as pe-
rimeter control [3–5], congestion pricing [6, 7], and route
guidance [8, 9], as it provides aggregated relationships be-
tween macroscopic traffic variables and simplifies com-
plexity of traffic flow dynamics [10, 11]. However, these
MFD-based macroscopic strategies might not be optimal or
feasible under heterogeneously congested conditions, due to
the fact that uneven congestion distribution can affect the
scatter or even the existence of MFD [12, 13]. Essentially,
homogeneous urban areas are able to exhibit well-defined
MFDs, i.e., a unimodal low-scatter curve between network
accumulation and trip completion flow [14]. *us, under-
standing and modeling the dynamics of heterogeneity is
beneficial to shed light on how to design smarter traffic
management methods for large-scale heterogeneous urban
network. Saeedmanesh and Geroliminis [15] developed a
static clustering algorithm to partition heterogeneous
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networks into connected homogeneous regions based on
“Snake” similarities. Later, they extended the aforemen-
tioned method to dynamic framework by incorporating the
spatiotemporal characteristics of congestion propagation
[16]. In addition, the work in [17] proposed a fast network
division approach based on correlation degree between two
adjacent intersections. *ese partition results above ensure
spatial connectivity and homogeneity of each region and
provide a solid foundation for the application of MFD
theory. But the regions of these partitioning networks are
spatially closely connected, which could not accurately
capture heterogeneous dynamics of urban road networks
with different levels of congestion, especially discrete con-
gestion patterns in the space domain. More recently, Guo
et al. [18] proposed a methodology to dynamically identify
critical congestion warning regions from heterogeneous
networks, which can provide reliable and accurate research
objects for traffic congestion control strategies based onMFD.
Multiple congested regions extracted by this method are
not directly connected, and there is a block of uncongested
boundary region among them. Such congestion pattern fits
better with the situations that are frequently observed in large-
scale urban network. *e multiregion setting still requires
some effort to clearly understand how boundary intersec-
tions should be further divided and collaboratively managed.
*is study moves toward this direction.

Extensive studies on perimeter control strategies using
the theory of MFD have been carried out. *ese works fully
prove that gating actions can be employed against con-
gestion or oversaturation of urban network critical parts.
Different control approaches have been proposed to achieve
the single-region perimeter control, such as proportional-
integral-type (PI) feedback control [19], robust control [20],
and Bang-bang control [21], with the main purpose of
maintaining regional accumulations around the desired
points by limiting inflows along the perimeter. Compara-
tively speaking, perimeter control for multiregion system
with MFD-based modeling, i.e., manipulating transfer flows
between adjacent regions, is deemed to be a more chal-
lenging work.Wan et al. [22] designed an adaptive perimeter
control scheme for urban traffic networks with multiple
regions, considering time-varying state and input delays. An
online adaptive optimization algorithm was utilized to en-
hance the performance of optimal multivariable PI feedback
regulators for multiregion perimeter flow control [23]. And
the work in Haddad andMirkin [24] developed a distributed
adaptive perimeter (DAP) control method for multiregion
MFD systems to accommodate the model parameter un-
certainties and the restrictions on available information.
However, these multiregion perimeter control approaches
ignore the frequent situation where multiple congested
regions are spatially separated by a certain distance. In
addition, Yildirimoglu et al. [25] investigated the effects of
spatial congestion heterogeneity and route choice behavior
onMFDmodeling.*eir findings revealed that the proposed
advisory route guidance system can create conditions close
to dynamic system optimum state. So, recent works also
attempt to develop hybrid traffic control strategies for
multiregion system by integrating perimeter control and

aggregated route guidance. Yildirimoglu et al. [26] proposed
a hierarchical traffic management system that consists of
regional route guidance and subregional path assignment
based on the MFD heterogeneous modeling (i.e., region-
based model and subregion-based model [27]). A network-
wide model predictive control (MPC) scheme with integrated
perimeter control and regional route guidance was devel-
oped to improve mobility in urban networks [28]. Unfortu-
nately, these strategies are studied based on the idealized road
network partitions. *e application effect of real networks has
not been tested by the detailed simulation experiments.

To overcome the aforementioned difficulties, a two-layer
network partitioning method is first presented by extending
our previous study [18], so as to better characterize spatial
heterogeneity dynamics of urban networks with multiple
centers of congestion. Based on the partition, we reformulate
the multiregion macroscopic traffic flow dynamics using
MFD and develop a hierarchical traffic management scheme
based on multiagent technology. Second, a transfer flow
optimization model of multiple congested regions is devel-
oped based on multinomial logit (MNL) model, considering
real-time accumulation states and spatial distances of adjacent
regions.*ird, a coordinated perimeter control strategy based
on optimized transfer flows is proposed to operate urban
network system close to dynamic traffic equilibrium.

*e remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 extends a two-layer partitioning method for
heterogeneous urban networks and presents aggregated
modeling of traffic flow dynamics using MFD. In Section 3,
we elaborate on multiagent based hierarchical traffic man-
agement scheme. In this framework, multiregion transfer
flow optimization model and coordinated perimeter control
strategy are further developed. Finally, multiregion perim-
eter control method is applied to the downtown network of
Jinan City in Section 4. *e last section concludes this paper
and identifies future research directions.

2. Partitioning and Modeling of Multiregion
Heterogeneous Networks

2.1. Two-Layer Partitioning of Heterogeneous Urban
Networks. Traffic patterns in the real-life urban trans-
portation network are typically heterogeneous due to the
existence of different traffic demands and roadway facilities.
And the distribution of traffic congestion is uneven and
discontinuous in both temporal and spatial dimensions.
Recent findings show that heterogeneous congested net-
works exhibit a MFD curve with high scatter, which causes
uncertainties and inaccuracies for modeling of traffic dy-
namics. Hence, partitioning and modeling for heteroge-
neous congested urban road networks is an essential
prerequisite for the design of MFD-based traffic control
strategies [29]. *e perimeter control of multiple congested
regions studied in this paper is mainly based on the concept
of two-layer network partitioning, including the extraction
of homogeneous congested regions and the subdivision of
noncongested boundary region. *is detailed representation
can provide more information on heterogeneous network
traffic state.
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In fact, congestion always propagates with some finite
speed in time and space dimension, and the adjacent road
links are more likely to be congested than farther links. *is
spatial correlation of traffic congestion is fully utilized to
extract a small number of homogeneous congested regions
from heterogeneous urban traffic network, namely, first-
layer division. We have done this work using a community
detection method, which was initially introduced in [18].
Each critical homogeneous congested region has spatial
compactness and minimization of a heterogeneity metric
(i.e., link traffic state parameter). *ese properties ensure
that a well-defined MFD shape can be observed in each
congested region, as shown in Figure 1(a). In most cases,
multiple congested regions of road network exist in a spatial
form that is not connected to each other, and there is a block
of uncongested boundary region among them, which is the
gray part in Figure 1(a). To better manipulate transfer flows
of multiple regions at different levels of congestion, it is
particularly important to subdivide uncongested boundary
region after the first-layer division. *is second-layer divi-
sion is depicted in Figure 1(b) where Ba,b is boundary region
between adjacent congested regions a and b, a, b ∈ i, j, l, h 

and a≠ b. Taking Figures 1(a) and 1(b) as an example, the
two-layer partitioning algorithm is briefly summarized in
Algorithm 1.

2.2. Traffic Flow Equilibrium Model for Multiregion Systems.
Let us assume that an urban network is partitioned into
homogeneous congested region set W with relatively
perfect MFDs and boundary region set S. Among them,
congested regions are with a high degree of saturation and
prone to traffic congestion. We first discretize time into
equally spaced intervals, namely, t � k · T, where
k � 1, 2, 3, . . . , K and T is simulation step. *us, the simple
conservation equation [23, 30] for each congested region i,
i ∈W, is presented to capture the dynamic evolution of traffic
system as follows:

ni(k + 1) � ni(k) + T Qi,in(k) − Qi,out(k) , (1)

where ni(k) (veh) is the total accumulation (number of
vehicles) in region i during kth period; Qi,in(k) and Qi,out(k)

(veh/s) are the total inflow and outflow in region i during kth
period, respectively. *e total inflow to region i is given by

Qi,in(k) � q
in
i,ins(k) + q

in
i,ext(k) + 

j∈Wi

mji(k), (2)

where qini,ins(k) (veh/s) is the internal traffic demand gen-
erated in region i during kth period; qini,ext(k) (veh/s) is the
inflow to region i from neighbouring external region during
kth period; mji(k) (veh/s) is the effective transfer flow from
neighbouring congested region j to i through boundary
region Bi,j at time step k; Wi is the set of neighbouring
congested regions that are reachable from region i through
boundary regions.

Also, Qi,out(k) is the sum of the effective transfer flows
from congested region i to all the neighbouring congested
regions (i.e., j∈Wi

mij(k)) and the outflow to neighbouring

external region (i.e., qouti,ext(k) (veh/s)), plus the internal trips
completed within region i (i.e., qouti,ins(k) (veh/s)). *e term
Qi,out(k) can be given by the output Gi(ni(k)) (veh/s) (the
total trip completion rate in region i), as shown in Figure 2,
which is a function of the total accumulation ni(k)

Qi,out(k) � q
out
i,ins(k) + q

out
i,ext(k) + 

j∈Wi

mij(k) � Gi ni(k)( .

(3)

Gi ni(k)(  � ain
3
i (k) + bin

2
i (k) + cini(k), (4)

where ai, bi, and ci are estimated parameters of congested
region i. *e optimal critical accumulation ni,cri (veh) can be
determined based on the fitted MFD curve, i.e., the accu-
mulation value corresponding to the maximum trip com-
pletion rate.

Introducing (2) and (3) in (1), we obtain the following
dynamic traffic equilibrium equation for the accumulation
of region i:

ni(k + 1) � ni(k) + T q
in
i,ins(k) + q

in
i,ext(k)⎛⎝

+ 
j∈Wi

mji(k) − Gi ni(k)( ⎞⎠.

(5)

3. Coordinated Perimeter Control for Multiple
Congested Regions considering Optimized
Transfer Flows

3.1. Multiagent-Based Hierarchical Traffic Management
Scheme. Multiagent technology enables several autonomous
and intelligent entities, called agents, to have distributed
information processing and centralized decision-making
capabilities. *ese agents interact with each other to achieve
a desired global goal [31]. *e multiagent technology is
significantly beneficial to the analysis and resolution of
problem domains under the following three conditions: first,
the subsystems are geographically distributed; second, these
subsystems exist in a dynamic environment; third, subsys-
tems require a high degree of autonomy and flexible in-
teroperability [32]. Inspired by the above, the coordinated
perimeter control problem of multiple congested regions is
well suited for introducing the concept of multiagent, be-
cause of its geographically distributed and dynamic
changing nature.

In this section, we first design a multiagent based hi-
erarchical traffic management architecture for two-layer
network partitioning including three types of agents: con-
gested region agent (referred to as congested region), global
coordination agent, and boundary region agent (referred to
as boundary region), as shown in Figure 3. *e first agents
are assigned to monitor real-time traffic dynamics of con-
gested regions with different sizes based onMFD theory.*e
second agent is responsible for receiving communication
signals from all the congested region agents about their
traffic dynamics and then capturing dynamic equilibrium
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Figure 2: Macroscopic fundamental diagram of congested region i.
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Figure 1: Illustration of two-layer network partitioning: (a) first-layer division and (b) second-layer division.
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Figure 3: Architecture of multiagent-based hierarchical traffic management.
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conditions of urban network traffic flows. *e third agents
are designed to perform specific perimeter control task. In
the framework of Figure 3, global coordination agent
computes the optimal transfer flow distribution of multiple
congested regions based on the regional spatial distances and
regional traffic states at present time step k. *en, global
coordination agent outputs the optimized transfer flow
distribution to the corresponding boundary regions, which
provides the basis for boundary control decisions of each
congested region.

3.2. Transfer Flow Optimization Model of Multiple Congested
Regions. *is section is aimed at introducing regional
direction choice to find traffic distribution equilibrium
conditions for multicongested-region system. Regional
direction choice refers to a new decision-making for next
neighbouring region made by the vehicles in the currently
located congested region. *is en-route regional direction

decision and the regional route strategies are applied at the
aggregated level [25, 33, 34]. Nonetheless, there are some
essential differences between these two terms. *e basic
concept of region-based route is designed to choose a
sequence of network regions from a trip’s origin region to
destination region. If the vehicles travel in accordance with
the predefined route, they will not be able to react to the
sudden traffic state changes, especially vehicle accidents.
*e regional direction choice is only a one-step decision for
adjacent regions. It can prevent vehicles from traveling to
more congested regions in real time. Hence, we assume that
the vehicles of congested regions make one-step regional
direction decisions, using newly updated traffic informa-
tion. Based on the above assumption, a transfer flow op-
timization model is first developed based on an improved
multinomial logit (MNL) model, which helps to determine
optimal transfer flow distribution and promotes multi-
congested-region system to gradually achieve network
equilibrium.

(a) (b)

B2,3

B1,2

B1,3

Congested
region 1 Congested

region 2

Congested
region 3

(c)

Figure 4: *e test site of downtown Jinan: (a) real network, (b) simulation model, and (c) partitioning of the network into 3 congested
regions and 3 boundary regions.
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*e MNL model has been adopted to estimate the
region-based direction decisions of vehicles in [33, 35].
And these models are based on travel time of the shortest
path from origin region to destination region. If travel time
can be measured with a decent level of accuracy, then the
logit models developed in these works can properly solve
the regional direction decision problem. However, there
are large errors in estimating travel time at aggregated level,
due to the rough estimation of average travel speed and
travel distance. *us, considering that spatial distribution
and traffic state characteristics of multiple congested re-
gions, we improve MNL model by introducing the dis-
tances between adjacent congested regions and the real-
time traffic states of adjacent congested regions, which aims
to obtain optimal transfer flow distribution that balances
network traffic flows.

*e transfer probability that the vehicles of congested
region i head toward the adjacent congested region j at time
step k+ 1 is calculated as

pi,j(k + 1) �
exp −θdRdij

(k) − θstateRnj
(k) 

j∈Wi
exp −θdRdij

(k) − θstateRnj
(k) 

,

Rdij
(k) �

dij(k)

1/nWi
 j∈Ri

dij(k)
,

Rnj
(k) �

nj(k) − nj,cri

nj,cri
,

(6)

where j is the neighbouring congested region of i; Rdij
(k) is

the relative distance between congested regions i and j at
time step k, representing the drivers’ perception of spatial
distances;dij(k) (m) is the mean travel distance between
congested regions i and j at time step k; nRi

is the number of
neighbouring regions that are directly reachable from region
i; Rnj

(k) is the relative accumulation of congested region j at
time step k, characterizing the drivers’ perception of adjacent
regional traffic states; nj(k) is the predicted accumulation of
congested region j at time step k; nj,cri is the critical accu-
mulation of congested region j; θd and θstate are the influence
weight coefficients of the independent variables Rdij

(k) and
Rnj

(k).
*e value of Rnj

(k) has the ability of adapting to the
changes in real-time accumulation of critical regions.
Whether Rnj

(k) is positive or negative, the transfer
probability pi,j(k) will decrease as the value of Rnj

(k) in-
creases. When the value of Rnj

(k) is negative, it indicates

that there is remaining storage capacity in the adjacent
critical region. At this time, the smaller the Rnj

(k) value is,
the larger the number of acceptable vehicles in the adjacent
critical region is, and the greater the corresponding transfer
probability is.

Since each congested region system evolves slowly with
time k, we assume that the ratio of the sum of qouti,ins(k) and
qouti,ext(k) to Qi,out(k) is stable in the process of exploring the
optimal transfer flow distribution; i.e.,
ρi � ((qouti,ins(k) + qouti,ext(k))/(Qi,out(k))), i ∈W. According to
transfer flow allocation mechanism as mentioned by Kim
et al. [36], the optimized transfer flow from current located
congested region i to a neighbor j is determined as follows:

mij(k + 1) � Gi ni(k + 1)(  · 1 − ρi(  · pi,j(k + 1). (7)

3.3. Coordinated Perimeter Control Strategy Based on Model
Predictive Control. Model predictive control (MPC), also
known as receding horizon control, is a feedback control
strategy. Its working mechanism is that a finite time-do-
main optimization problem that is composed of objective
function and constraints is solved online based on the
current state of system and the prediction model at each
sampling moment, and the first element of the resulting
optimization control sequence is applied to the system.
When the system evolves to a new state at the next sampling
time, the optimization problem is updated using a new state
estimate and the above solution process is repeated. Some
of existing studies have adopted MPC approach to solve the
perimeter control of large-scale road network [37, 38]. In
view of this, we propose a coordinated perimeter control
strategy using MPC on the basis of the above transfer flow
optimization model, so as to make accumulation of each
congested region as close to its optimal critical value
ni,cri, i ∈W, as possible and maximize their operating
efficiency.

*e smaller the deviation between real-time accumu-
lations of congested regions and their optimal critical ac-
cumulation is, the greater the corresponding trip completion
rate and operating efficiency of regional road networks
become.*erefore, the optimization objective is to minimize
the sum of squares of the ratio of the deviation to the optimal
critical accumulation for three congested regions. *en, the
perimeter control parameters are introduced as optimization
variables to construct a regional-level perimeter signal op-
timization control problem. *e effective transfer flows
among multiple congested regions and perimeter inflows
from neighbouring external regions are obtained by solving
the optimization problem as follows:
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min
μi,ext ,μij

J � 
i∈W


Nl−1

l�0

ni kc + l(  − ni,cri

ni,cri
 

2

s.t. for l � 0, . . . , Nl − 1:

ni kc + l + 1(  � ni kc + l(  + Tc q
in
i,ins kc + l(  + μi,ext kc + l( q

in
i,ext kc + l(  + 

j∈Wi

mji kc + l(  − Gi ni kc + l( ( ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

mij kc + l(  � μij kc + l( mij kc + l( 

μmin ≤ μi,ext kc + l( ≤ μmax

μmin ≤ μij kc + l( ≤ μmax

0≤ mij kc + l( ≤Cij

if 1≤ l≤Nl − 1

q
in
i,ext kc + l(  � q

in
i,ext kc( 

μij kc + l(  � μij kc( ,

(8)

where kc is the sequence of perimeter control cycle Tc; Nl is
the prediction horizon; μi,ext(kc + l) is the perimeter control
variable of inflows from neighbouring external region to
congested region i, which is the proportion of the external
inflows that are allowed to enter congested region i; μij(kc +

l) is the perimeter control variable of transfer flows from
congestion region i to j; mij(kc + l) is the effective transfer

flow that is the product of the optimization variable μij(kc +

l) and the optimized transfer flow mij(kc + l) (veh/s); μmin
and μmax are the minimum and maximum values of pe-
rimeter control variables, respectively; Cij (veh/s) is maxi-
mum traffic flow from congested region i to j. In addition, it
should be noted that the perimeter control variables are
equal to the first perimeter control cycle when 1≤ l≤Nl − 1.

Step 0: determination of the test road network.
Step 1: the first-layer division of network.

(i) Discovering initial congested communities is done according to definition of congestion seed intersection and an intersection
with node strength greater than or equal to 3 is chosen as congestion seed intersection.

(ii) Expanding these initial communities is made by adding edges with minimum recursive variance.
(iii) Merging adjacent communities is based on spatial overlap and modularity model. *e spatial overlap is the ratio of the number

of overlapping links to the number of links after merging. And the calculation of modularity can refer to our recent research [18]
for details.

(iv) *e congested regions i, j, h, and l are extracted.

Step 2: the second-layer division of network.

(i) Based on the extraction results in the previous step, calculate the relative distance between the boundary intersection and the
centroid of each congested region. *e relative distance dint,i can be calculated as dint,i �

�������������������������

(lonint − loni)
2 + (latint − lati)

2


where loni and lati are the longitude and latitude coordinates of centroid of congested region i; lonint and latint are the longitude
and latitude coordinates of a boundary intersection int.

(ii) Divide the intersections of the gray part in Figure 1(a).*e specific basis of subdivision is that a boundary intersection belongs to
the boundary region between two congested regions with the smallest sum of relative distances:
(int, Bi,j) � argmini,j∈Wint

(dint,i + dint,j)

where Wint is the set of adjacent congested regions of a boundary intersection int; i and j are the congested regions.
(iii) *e boundary regions Bi,j, Bl,j, Bj,h, Bl,h, and Bi,h are obtained. Note that the size of boundary region is measured by the number

of streets across the boundaries of congested regions, usually up to 2 streets.

Step 3: two-layer network partitioning is derived.

ALGORITHM 1: Two-layer partitioning algorithm of heterogeneous urban networks.

Mathematical Problems in Engineering 7
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Figure 5: Macroscopic fundamental diagrams for (a) congested region 1, (b) congested region 2, and (c) congested region 3.
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To better achieve the effective transfer flow distribution
of multiple congested regions obtained by the above model,
we adopt the following formula to convert the effective
transfer flows into the signal control parameters of boundary
intersections; namely,

gij,h(k) � mij kc(  ·
T

Tc

·
Cij,h

Cij

·
gij,h(k − 1)

qij,h(k − 1)
, (9)

where gij,h(k) (s) is the phase green duration of traffic flow
on border link h from congested region i to j at time step k; T
(s) is the simulation step; Cij,h (veh/s) is the maximum traffic
flow of border link h from congested region i to j, that is, the
product of the lane number of border links h and the sat-
uration flow rate; qij,h(k − 1) (veh/T) is the measured traffic
flow of border link h from congested region i to j at time
step k− 1.

4. Case Study and Results

4.1. Network Description and Simulation Setup. To verify the
effectiveness of the proposed perimeter control strategy in
this paper, a part of road network in downtown Jinan is
selected as the test site, including about 74 intersections and
147 links with lengths varying from 64 to 476 meters. *e
representation of the experimental area on the map can be
shown in Figure 4(a). Figure 4(b) presents the simulation
scene of road network based on VISSIM. Using the two-layer
partitioning of heterogeneous urban networks, the experi-
mental area is divided into 3 homogeneous congested re-
gions and 3 boundary regions. *e specific partition results
are shown in Figure 4(c).

In this simulation environment, all signalized intersec-
tions operate with two-phase fixed signal timing plans on a
common cycle length of 90 s. Data detection point is placed
in the middle of each link. And each link is provided with a
delay detection section. *e free flow speed of vehicles on
links is 45–50 km per hour. Traffic demand is realized by the
incoming flows of all the border links in the experimental
area. *e specific inflows are shown in Table 1. During this
demand scenario, the inflows of the experimental network
gradually increase at the beginning and then decrease, which
simulates the evolution of regional traffic flows experiencing
a congestion peak.

4.2. MFD Models of Multiple Congested Regions. To derive
the accurate MFD models of multiple congested regions, a
simulation experiment was first carried out without using
any perimeter control strategy. All the intersections in test
area adopt well-tuned fixed signal timing plans, and the
traffic demand scenario is implemented according to traffic
inflows of all the border links in Table 1. *e simulation

duration is set to 3 h and the simulation step is 180 s.
Considering the stochastic nature of the microscopic sim-
ulator, this simulation experiment with the same traffic
demand was repeated 6 times. As shown in Figure 5, six
groups of discrete points with different colors correspond to
repeated experiments with different random seeds, denoted
by MFDi-n, n ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6{ } and i ∈ 1, 2, 3{ }. Each discrete
point represents the accumulation and corresponding trip
completion flow of each congested region within 180 s.
According to the data of all discrete points in each congested
region, their MFD curves were obtained using the curve
fitting function in MATLAB, that is, the solid black curve in
Figure 5. *e MFD curve fitting parameters of three con-
gested regions are a1 � 1.4619 × 10− 6, b1 � −0.0041629, c1 �

3.0567, a2 � 2.3401 × 10− 7, b2 � −0.0014146, c2 � 2.1631,

a3 � 1.2540 × 10− 6, b3 � −0.0039474, and c3 � 3.1924.
Furthermore, the peak value of the MFD curve is used to
determine the optimal critical accumulation of each con-
gested region; namely, n1,cri � 500 veh, n2,cri � 1050 veh, and
n3,cri � 550 veh.

4.3. Results and Analysis of Coordinated Perimeter Control.
In this section, much more attention is paid to verify the
feasibility and effectiveness of coordinated perimeter control
strategy proposed in this paper. Traffic demand of this
simulation experiment is consistent with the MFD model
acquisition experiment of multiple congested regions, as
shown in Table 1. *e simulation duration is set to 3 h, and
the last 0.5 h is used to clear traffic flows of experiment
network. *e simulation step and perimeter control cycle Tc

are 180 s.
*ree different control strategies are designed. First of

all, we regard fixed signal control as the base case. *e
simulation network operates with a set of well-tuned fixed
signal timing plans and there is no restriction on perimeter
traffic flows. *e performance of different perimeter control
strategies can be evaluated on the basis of the improvements
that they can achieve compared to the base case. *en, one
option is that the discrete boundary-feedback-control
strategy [39] is adopted to adjust signal timing plans of all
the boundary intersections for three congested regions, and
the signal control of intersections within the experiment area
remains the same as the fixed signal control scenario. *e
perimeter control of three congested regions is independent
of each other, referred to as decentralized control. Another
alternative is to apply the proposed coordinated perimeter
control strategy based on optimized transfer flows in this
paper (referred to as the proposed coordinated control),
combined with the fixed signal control within the experi-
ment area. It should be noted that the decentralized control
and the proposed coordinated control adjust the signal
timing plans of the same boundary intersections, including

Table 1: Traffic inflows of all the border links in the experimental area.

Traffic demand
Simulation time (s)

0–900 900–1800 1800–2700 2700–4500 4500–6300 6300–8100 8100–10800
Traffic inflows (veh/h/lane) 600 800 1000 1200 900 600 200
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Figure 8: Accumulation and trip completion volume of three congested regions. (a) Accumulation of congested region 1. (b) Trip
completion volume of congested region 1. (c) Accumulation of congested region 2. (d) Trip completion volume of congested region 2. (e)
Accumulation of congested region 3. (f ) Trip completion volume of congested region 3.
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the signalized intersections of three boundary regions and
the remaining boundary intersections of congested regions.

In the simulation experiment of the proposed coordi-
nated control in this paper, the minimum and maximum
values of perimeter control variables are chosen as μmin � 0.1
and μmax � 0.9. *e prediction horizon is selected as Nl � 4
for the MPC scheme.*e saturation flow rate of border links
is 1800 veh/h/lane, and the minimum green duration is 10 s.
Assuming that the range of congested regions is constant
over the simulation, the parameters of transfer flow

optimization model are set as θd � 0.55, θstate � 0.45,

Rd12
(k) � 1.33, Rd13

(k) � 0.67, Rd21
(k) � 1.04,

Rd23
(k) � 0.96, Rd31

(k) � 0.71, and Rd32
(k) � 1.29. *e

proposed coordinated control takes about 2.38 s at each
simulation step, which is smaller than the sampling time.
*is shows that the proposed method in this paper has real-
time feasibility.

Two evaluation indicators for the entire experimental
area are introduced to compare traffic operating perfor-
mance of three simulation control strategies. *e first one is
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Figure 9: Standard deviation of link densities for (a) congested region 1, (b) congested region 2, and (c) congested region 3.

Table 2: TTSacc and TDTacc of three simulation control strategies.

Performance indicators Fixed signal
control

Decentralized
control Improvement (%) *e proposed

coordinated control Improvement (%)

TTSacc(×107veh · s) 4.68 3.80 18.8 2.94 37.2
TDTacc(×107veh · s) 11.07 7.81 29.4 5.30 52.1
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accumulated amount of total time spent TTSacc by all ve-
hicles in the experimental area. *e second one is accu-
mulated total delay time TDTacc of all vehicles in the
experimental area. *e specific calculation formulas are as
follows:

TTSacc � 

Kc

kc�1
Tc · n kc( ,TDTacc � 

Kc

kc�1
td kc(  · n kc( ,

(10)

where n(kc) (veh) is the total accumulation in the experi-
mental area at perimeter control cycle kc; td(kc) (s) is the
average delay of each vehicle in the experimental area at
perimeter control cycle kc, which can be directly obtained by
VISSIM; Kc is the number of perimeter control cycles.
Figures 6 and 7 display the time series of two performance
indicators in the experimental area under three simulation
control strategies, respectively. Table 2 gives the comparative
analysis of the corresponding network operating
performance.

As illustrated in Figure 6, the proposed coordinated
control and the decentralized control produce signifi-
cantly decreased values of TTSacc, compared to the fixed
signal control. During the first 10 perimeter control cy-
cles, since the traffic of road network is not congested, the
difference among three simulation control strategies is not
obvious. With the continuous increase of traffic demand,
the proposed coordinated control in this paper gradually
shows better performance than the decentralized control
and the fixed signal control. At the end of the simulation,
the improvements of the proposed coordinated control
and the decentralized control in terms of TTSacc over the
fixed signal control are 37.2% and 18.8%, respectively, as
shown in Table 2. From Figure 7, the proposed coordi-
nated control and the decentralized control could obvi-
ously reduce TDTacc compared with the fixed signal
control. In the first 25 perimeter control cycles, the dif-
ference for TDTacc of two perimeter control strategies is
small. Subsequently, the gap for TDTacc between the
proposed coordinated control and the decentralized
control is gradually widened, and the main reason is that
the proposed coordinated control in this paper reduces
the vehicle delays of boundary regions. At the end of the
entire simulation experiment, the proposed coordinated
control and the decentralized control reduced 52.1% and
29.4% of TDTacc over the fixed signal control, respectively,
as shown in Table 2. For traffic performance of the entire
experimental area, the proposed coordinated control
strategy is superior to the decentralized control strategy
and the fixed signal control strategy.

*ree evaluation indicators for each congested region
are used to compare traffic operating performance of three
simulation control strategies, such as accumulation, trip
completion volume, and standard deviation of link densities.
*e standard deviation SD of link densities could be cal-
culated by the following formula:

SDi kc(  �

������������������������������������������

1
Vi


v∈Li

ni,v kc( 

λi,vli,v
− di kc(  

2

, di kc(  �
1
Vi


v∈Li

ni,v kc( 

λi,vli,v
,




(11)

where SDi(kc) is the standard deviation of link densities for
congested region i at perimeter control cycle kc; ni,v(kc)

(veh) is the accumulation of link v in congested region i at
perimeter control cycle kc; λi,v and li,v (m) are the number of
lanes and the length for link v in congested region i, re-
spectively; Li is the set of links in congested region i; Vi is the
number of links in congested region i; di(kc) is the average
value of link densities in congested region i at perimeter
control cycle kc. Figures 8 and 9 display traffic operating
performance of three congested regions under different
simulation control strategies.

As can be observed from Figures 8(c) and 8(e), the
proposed coordinated control maintains real-time accu-
mulations of congested regions 2 and 3 around their optimal
critical values at the beginning of the simulation. As traffic
demand increases, the accumulations of these two congested
regions grow to a certain extent with the proposed coor-
dinated control, but they are significantly better than those
of the decentralized control and the fixed signal control. For
the last hour of the simulation, their accumulations with the
proposed coordinated control begin to fade at a rate that is
faster than that of the other two control strategies. As il-
lustrated in Figure 8(a), the proposed coordinated control
could make the accumulation of congested region 1 closer to
its optimal critical value compared to the decentralized
control and the fixed signal control, but its overall accu-
mulation state is not as good as that of other two congested
regions. *is is mainly due to two reasons: (i) the number of
gated boundary intersections for congested region 1 is less
than that of the other two congested regions; (ii) the pro-
posed coordinated control strategy makes a compromise
when cooperatively regulating the distribution of regional
accumulation, that is, sacrificing the partial accumulation
state of congested region 1, so as to ensure that the overall
operating performance of three congested regions is optimal.
As can be seen from Figures (8b), 8(d) and 8(f), at the early
stage of simulation experiment, three simulation control
strategies generate similar trip completion volumes for
congested regions 1 or 3. As regional traffic congestion gets
heavier, the proposed coordinated control strategy achieves
larger trip completion volumes for congested regions 1 and 3
than the other two strategies. *e initial trip completion
volume of congested region 2 with the proposed coordinated
control is smaller than that with decentralized control, due
to the fact that the corresponding accumulation of congested
region 2 is relatively lower (see Figure 8(c)). *en, the
proposed coordinated control enables a higher trip com-
pletion volume of congested region 2 than the other two
comparison strategies. On the whole, the fixed signal control
lacks the optimal control of network traffic flows, which
causes the oversaturation of three congested regions and
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even gridlocks of road network; the decentralized control
does not consider the interaction and coordination among
congested regions, and it could only better improve the
operating states of individual congested regions and ignore
traffic performance of the entire experimental area; the
proposed coordinated control strategy in this paper not only
could evenly distribute the accumulations of multiple
congested regions, but also ensure the improvement of
operation efficiency for the entire experimental area.

As can be observed from Figures 9(a) and 9(c), three
simulation control strategies in terms of the SD have almost
the same change pattern for congested regions 1 or 3 at the
beginning and then exhibit the clear differences after about
1800 s. Compared to the fixed signal control, both the
proposed coordinated control and the decentralized control
reduce the SD of congested regions 1 and 3, and the im-
provements of the coordinated control are significantly
greater. *e results reveal that our proposed coordinated
control outperforms the decentralized control in balancing
spatial distribution of regional traffic flows. As depicted in
Figure 9(b), the SD of congested region 2 under the coor-
dinated control strategy is lower than 0.05 at the beginning,
which lasts for nearly 1 hour. After experiencing a certain
degree of SD growth for congested region 2, the homoge-
neity of road network gradually increases again with the
decrease of traffic demand. For congested region 2, the
proposed coordinated control strategy produces better re-
sults than the other two control strategies. From the per-
spective of the entire experimental area, the coordinated
control strategy in this paper could simultaneously balance
traffic flow distribution of three congested regions, which
achieves increased homogeneity and maximum utilization
of network capacity in each congested region.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

*is paper first extends our previous research [18] to present
a two-layer network partitioning method that can accurately
capture spatially traffic distribution characteristics of het-
erogeneous urban networks with multiple centers of con-
gestion. Based on this partition, traffic flow equilibrium
model using MFD is introduced to characterize traffic dy-
namics of multiregion system. *en, a multiagent based
hierarchical traffic management scheme is proposed. In this
scheme, we develop a coordinated perimeter control strategy
based on optimized transfer flows, which is aimed at en-
abling each individual congested region to track their de-
sired accumulations as much as possible and achieving
dynamic equilibrium of traffic flows in road networks. *e
main contributions of this research focus on the following
aspects: (a) it could effectively tackle traffic optimization
control problem in multiple congested regions that are not
directly connected in an urban network; (b) it could achieve
traffic dynamic equilibrium of an urban network with
multiple congested regions by coordinated perimeter con-
trol strategy considering optimized transfer flows; (c) it
explores the application effect of heterogeneous network
partitioning and coordinated perimeter control in real road
networks.

For future research, the effect of different boundary
region sizes on the coordinated perimeter control strategy
should be explored. And when the size of boundary region is
larger, the corresponding traffic signal coordinated control
method needs to be further studied. Additionally, based on
the existing traffic data (e.g., fixed detection data and GPS-
based floating car data), real-time accurate estimation
method of MFD curve and critical accumulation should also
be research priorities. *is could be implemented using big
data analysis or machine learning techniques.
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